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A B S T R A C T

A novel high-speed integral image object-order rendering method based on reverse perspective
technique is proposed. It can easily eliminate the pseudoscopic problem when integral image is
worked on real mode. Optical reconstruction with 90×90 viewpoints is demonstrated. There is
no any information redundancy during the rendering process. The good compatibility for
common rasterization 3D models is other feature of our method by use of standard graphic li-
brary. The rendering efficiency of our method is improved by 10–30 times comparing with
traditional non real-time rendering methods.

1. Introduction

Integral imaging [1–3] has been attract many attentions for more than decades and many computer-generated integral imaging
(CGII) techniques have been proposed. According to the fundamental of graphics [4], CGII rendering is a process that takes as its
input a set of objects and produces as its output an array of pixels in computer graphic. It can be divided into two types: CGII
rendering in object-order and CGII rendering in image-order. In object-order rendering, each object is considered in turn, and for each
object all the pixels that it influences are found and updated. In image-order rendering, each pixel is considered in turn, and for each
pixel all the objects that influence it are found and the pixel value is computed. Rasterization is the object-order rendering technique
and ray tracing is an image-order algorithm for making renderings of 3D scenes.

Our previous work [5] have realized the real-time CGII rendering for light field 3D display with 90×90 viewpoints and 43×36
lenses by use of ray tracing technique under the condition that every pixel in LCD contains one view ray and the 3D test model have
1.5 million polygons. For obtaining high quality integral image in BRT CGII, it have to increase sampling rate [6].In this case, the
rendering efficiency will be reduced greatly. For non real-time rendering for common 2D image in rasterization technique, the
advantage on rendering efficiency [7] is obvious comparing with ray tracing rendering technique. The 3D models for rasterization is
far more common in game and movie, so the high-speed rasterization CGII is the aim of our work in this paper.

The ray tracking method in reference [8] and the each camera viewpoint independent rendering (ECVIR) rasterization technique
[9] are only two rasterization methods which can eliminate the pseudoscopic problem. In fact, the ray tracking technique [8] is one
special rasterization technique in computer graphics. The method is the object-order rendering technique, but it is not the ray tracing
technique in computer graphic.It is the ray track technique in geometrical optics. Because the special demand of II, it is very difficult
to implement in the common rasterization pipeline,such as openGL,Direct X, and it requires a significant amount of computing
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resources. It is hard to render the high quality II picture, because writing a whole new non-standard object-order rendering engine for
II is an enormous project.Multiple Viewpoints Rendering [10], Viewpoint Vector Rendering [11] and Parallel Group Rendering [12]
can be treated as the special ECVIR method by accelerating the generation of a single viewpoint image. According to two dimensional
sampling theorem, the resolution of every viewpoint image should be four times more than the number of lenses in ECVIR, so they
exist large amount of information redundancy. Until now only one reference [13] claimed that they can do the real-time ECVIR CGII,
but the number of viewpoints is only 12× 10.

In this paper, we proposed a whole new object-order CGII method based on reverse perspective rasterization [14] (RPR CGII)
technique for real-mode integral image display device. It is a fast non real-time rasterization rendering method for integral image and
without any information redundancy as BRT CGII. In the following text, we firstly explain the principle of reverse perspective and the
relationship between reverse perspective and integral image. And then the concrete implementation on OpenGL is depicted. Finally,
optical experiments for high-speed reconstruction are presented at light field 3D display [15] with 90×90 viewpoints, and the
processing time with different 3D objects are analyzed.

2. Principles of RPR CGII

2.1. The principle of reverse perspective

Reverse perspective [16] is a form of perspective rendering in which the objects depicted in a scene are placed between the
perspective point and the viewing plane. This has the visual effect that objects farther away from the viewing plane are drawn as
larger, and closer objects are drawn as smaller, in contrast to the more conventional linear perspective for which closer objects appear
larger.

Linear perspective has been widely used in computer graphic to rendering the common 2D images and the painter's algorithm
[17] is one of the simplest solutions to the visibility problem in 3D computer graphics card. When projecting a 3D scene onto a 2D
plane, it is necessary at some point to decide which polygons are visible, and which are hidden. For reverse perspective rendering, the
farthest polygons from vanishing point should be visible and the other should be hidden as shown in Fig.1(a). Therefore, the painter's
rendering method for reverse perspective have the converse order of linear perspective rendering. Z-buffer techniques, which can be
viewed as a development of the painter's algorithm, have been implemented in the OpenGL library. Users can easily apply the method
in reference [14] to render the reverse perspective image with Z-buffer techniques.

2.2. The relationship between elemental image in integral image and reverse perspective

From the ECVIR and BRT CGII, we know that a view ray insects with 3D object at the closest hit and the farthest hit. The color of
the closest hit is assigned to its pixel as shown in Fig. 2. If we treated the lens in lens array as a virtual camera, the closest hit is the
farthest position from lens on the direction of reverse view ray. Hence, if the virtual cameras is located on the positions of lens array,

Fig. 1. (a) linear perspective of a cube (left) and reverse perspective (right) [16]. The viewing plane is shown in blue, with the projection point
where the red lines meet.(b) The render result for a cow by use of openGL.The left image is linear perspective and the right is reverse perspective
with the same vanishing point. We can see the back face of the cow (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article).
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they should be reverse perspective cameras. Each element image in the real-mode integral image is a real image of inverted shrink, so
the their up vector should be (0,-1,0) as depicted in Fig. 2(b). All the virtual cameras have the same zero parallax plane which is
located at the ECVIR camera array plane.The Robert Kooima's off-axis projection [18] should be set to virtual cameras except the
center virtual camera. The distance from ECVIR camera array plane to lens array plane can be represented by DCL. The index (i,j) of
reverse perspective virtual camera (RPVR) is from [-M,-N] to [M,N] as shown in Fig.3. Assumed that the model-view matrix and
projection matrix of the central camera isMv00,Mp00, the model-view matrix and projection matrix of (i,j) RPVR can be induced from
the Eq.(1).
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where Llens is the distance between adjacent lenses.

2.3. The rendering process of RPR CGII

The proposed RPR CGII has been implemented by taking advantages of the programmable OpenGL graphics pipeline and parallel
computing feature of GPU. The pipeline has been costumed so as to achieve integral imaging functionality by writing the vertex
shading program and fragment shading program, which are executed in parallel by GPU’s vertex and fragment processors, respec-
tively (Fig. 4).

RPR CGII is a multi-pass rendering process. As illustrated in Fig. 5(b), the 3D test models are loaded into OpenGL and then
(2M+1)× (2N+1) times reverse perspective rendering for elemental images at the predefined (2M+1)× (2N+1) locations of
the lenses are performed. The resulting (2M+1)× (2N+1) elemental images are stored as a 2D texture array object. In the end, the
final pass is implemented by drawing a rectangle so that every pixel of the screen will be processed in the fragment processor, which
all the elemental images is applied to synthesize the final 3D integral image.

Fig. 2. (a)ECVIR camera array configuration and view rays configuration in BRTCGII.The red and blue points represent the closest hits and the
farthest hits from ECVIR plane, respectively.(b)The reverse perspective virtual cameras are located at the positions of lenses. The color of 3D objects’
back face should be assigned to LCD panel through reverse perspective virtual camera array (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Fig. 3. The reverse perspective virtual camera array and their parameters.
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Fig. 4. The rendering pipeline for RPR CGII. Note that Nlens times reverse perspective rendering is excuted in serial.The shading program are
executed in parallel.

Fig. 5. Test models and their RPR CGII rendering results.

Table 1
Specifications of 3D data and CGII Configuration in the Experiment.

3D mesh model Vertices Faces Triangles

Penguin 7,772 5,804 5,804
Minion 172,947 345,944 345,944
Kid 100,250 201,031 201,031
Cow 35,947 69,451 69,451
Configuration Specifications
LCD Resolution 3840×2160

Pixel Pitch 130 um
Reverse perspective

virtual cameras array
settings in RPR CGII

Array Size 43× 36
Neighboring distance 11.4583 mm
Horizontal field of view 46.32 degree
Distance between lens array sheet and LCD panel 18 mm

Linear perspective virtual cameras array
in ECVIR CGII

Array Size 90× 90
Neighboring distance 17.045 mm
Horizontal field of view 14.25 degree
Distance between lens array sheet and Virtual cameras array 2000 mm
Viewpoint image resolution 43×36×4

View rays settings in BRT CGII The number of view rays 3840×2160×10
Sampling rate 10
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3. Experimental results

The proposed method for computer-generated integral imaging based on reverse perspective rasterization technique has been
implemented on OpenGL engine. Meanwhile, for demonstrating its rendering efficiency, we implemented EVICR and non real-time
BRT CGII on the graphic card as controls. All the numerical parameters of the devices required in the experiment are summarized in
Table 1. The experimental PC was configured with Inter CORE i7-4854 CPU @ 4.00 GHz, 16 GB RAM and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970
Ti (4 GB / NVIDIA) graphic card.

The integral image display can show the 3D light field image with 90×90 viewpoints and 3840×2160 resolution LCD panel.
For obtaining the similar integral image quality for the display device, every viewpoint image resolution in EVICR method is set to
43×36×4 according to two dimensional sampling theorem. We used the same non real-time rendering engine in our previous work
to implement BRT CGII method. The sampling rate of BRT CGII is set to 10 rays/pixel to ensure the quality of the integral image.

As shown in Fig. 5, four different size virtual 3D objects including Penguin, Minion, Kid, Cow, are used to evaluate the per-
formance through comparing the generation time of integral images. The Penguin model shown on the integral image display in
different perspectives is given in Fig.6. Fig. 7 shows the processing performance comparison between the above methods. It can be
seen that our proposed method is faster than the other methods. When the number of the viewpoints becomes larger, the rendering
time of RPR CGII noticeably decrease as illustrated in Fig.7(b). Therefore, RPR CGII is very suited for rendering super Multi-view-
points high-quality integral image.

Fig. 6. Different perspectives of the reconstructed 3D scene on 3D light field display.

Fig. 7. (a)The comparison of rendering time for different methods and different 3D models.(b) the processing time changes with different view-
points under the condition that the LCD Panel resolution is 3840×2160.
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4. Conclusion

In summary, a novel object-order computer-generated integral imaging method RPR CGII is proposed based on reverse per-
spective rasterization technique. RPR CGII can create the good quality integral image without any information redundancy and is
very suited for super multi-viewpoints integral image display. It apply the general computer graphics API to render, so it is com-
patible with the most of rasterization 3D objects which is used widely in games, movies and so on. The optical reconstruction for
different 3D models is demonstrated in experiments. The rendering efficiency of our method is improved by 10–30 times comparing
with non-real time BRT CGII and EVCIR for our 90× 90 viewpoints integral image display. Therefore, RPR CGII is the best ras-
terization integral image non real-time rendering method until now.
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